DEAD LOCKS

Safe & Sound

Escutcheon size:
50mm dia

These small and unobtrusive locks pack quite a punch in bolstering your security. Used for additional security at the base or
top of your door, a deadlock could save the day when out on a long weekend or vacation. These locks prevent an intruder
from prying open a door with a wrench or rod. Dead Locks can be operated with a key on both sides; be keyed on one-side
and operated with a thumb-turn on the other; can be keyed on one-side only.
For Offices and in Commercial centers, deadlocks work great on doors where lever handles become a hindrance eg. high-traffic
entrances, rest-room areas etc. SOBEET deadlocks can be used on Glass doors with a top and bottom wood/aluminum rail.

PA N I C E X I T D E V I C E
The Panic Exit Device [PED] enables easy and prompt escape in the case of a
crisis or emergency. Its trouble-free, simple- to- operate technique requires you to
merely push a bar across the door forcefully, the natural human response in an
emergency. This activates and opens the lock on the emergency exit that generally
leads you to the fire/emergency escape which is a stipulation/ specification for all
modern constructions - residential or business. The PED works seamlessly with the
SOBEET Mortise Lock.

It can be fitted on doors of any
width.
It operates on a Mortise Lock.
It provides for fireman’s keys
which can be easily integrated
with SOBEET's Master Key
Systems.

The slick design blends with the aesthetics of any door and is suitable for Steel,
Wooden and Aluminium Doors.
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